[Primary intracerebral malignant fibrous histiocytoma with adhesion to a dura: a case report].
A case of malignant fibrous histiocytoma (MFH) in a 29-year-old man was reported. CT scans revealed an iso density mass which was homogeneously enhanced by contrast medium. MRI demonstrated that the right frontal tumor showed slight low signal intensity in T1-weighted image, and iso signal intensity in T2-weighted image. Gadolinium-enhanced T1-weighted image showed a homogeneously enhanced multinodular tumor. Right carotid angiogram revealed a tumor stain fed by the precentral artery. On operation, en-bloc resection was performed successfully. Postoperatively, local irradiation of 60Gy was performed. Microscopically, fibroblast-like cells arranged in storiform pattern were observed, and bizarre multinucleated giant cells were also observed. Ki-67 labelling index was 54%. We considered the tumor was a MFH and arose from an intracerebral mesenchymal tissue. We reviewed some literature and briefly discussed clinicopathological features and therapy of intracranial MFH.